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Baltic Peoples, Baltic Culture, and Europe 

Introduction 

The Balts are among the most ancient people in Europe. The Estonians and 
the handful of  Livs in Latvia, represent the Finno-Ugric language family that 
reaches back into distant mists of time and far reaches of  geographic space. The 
Lithuanians and Latvians, together with a now extinct tribe of  Prussians, 
preserve in their Baltic language family the very beginnings of Indo-European 
languages and cultures and offer proof of  those beginnings to etymologists and 
students of  prehistory. They have lived in these territories for perhaps four 
millenia. Their amber-sun culture may have inspired ancient Roman religious 
beliefs. Their folk culture definitely inspired Johann Gottfried Herder (1744- 
1803) in the 18th century to bring forth the Enlightenment idea that the culture 
and history of ordinary people, including women, is as worthy of study and 
attention as that of  dukes, kings, and great thinkers and artists. 

But over many centuries their territories shrank, as more powerful neighbors 
from the East and West squeezed them out of  their lands to assimilate them. 
The secret Stalin-Hitler (Molotov-Ribbentrop) pact that in 1940 enabled the 
Soviet Union (Russia) to annex the independent Baltic States which could have 
initiated the final episode toward cultural extinction for the Latvians and 
Estonians (for various reasons, the Lithuanians fared better under the Soviets - 
see essay by Me~s et al.). As the essay by Me~s et al. in this issue projects, if 
independence had not been achieved, the Latvians would have become a 
minority in their own land in ten years, the Estonians in twenty. Cultures, just 
like animal species, can pass points of  no return in their populations. Had 
independence not been regained, then Latvians and Estonians might have 
joined the ancient Baltic tribe of Prussians, the Mandan, the Ona Indians, and 
many other cultures who have dissappeared from the face of  the earth. (This 
may still occur, should the Russians not succeed in their quest to become a 
democratic and internationally integrated country.) 

For over half a century, then, under Russo-Soviet rule, the Baltic States were 
sliding toward historic and geographic oblivion. They were sinking into the grey 
quagmire that was the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. For me, in exile, the 
nadir came in 1984, when a student at a prominent Swedish university had never 
heard of Riga, or Latvia (I also tried the words Lettland and Lettonie). I was 
reminded of Henry Pirrene's (1946) brilliant, if somewhat contentious, thesis 
about the closing of the Mediterranean Sea from Western Europe by the Arabs. 
In 1984 it did not seem that Mediterranean history would be repeated in the 
Baltic - that the Baltic Sea would be closed forever to free movement  among 
peoples and nations. 

Where Do the Baltic States Belong, East or West? 

Today the Baltic States have once again emerged from history onto the world 
geographic stage as distinct, recognizable members  of  the family of  nations, for 
a brief moment  capturing the world's attention with their pacifistic, so-called 
"singing revolution", where the only blood spilled was Baltic blood (save for a 
Russian-born captain of the militia, shot by Gorbachov's Ministry of  the Interior 
troops While protecting a Latvian TV news camera team). But they may be 
quickly forgotten in our post-modernistic era in which the image, sound-bite, 
and the fragment of culture and history dominate over sustained discourse, the 
notion of a "global village" a convenient oxymoron, enabling the conscience of 
the world to largely ignore the Medieval type of suffering in places like Sarajevo. 
In order to survive on that geographic stage, Lithuania, Estonia, and Latvia must 
not only put their respective houses in order economically and culturally, but 
also throw off the moral corruption that may be the most lasting 
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achievement of the Soviet Union. Above all, they will have to define themselves 
as distinctive actors on that stage, with distinctive international personae (just 
as, for example, Iceland and Denmark have done). That means developing a 
strong identity, both within and without. 
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Comparison of the relative geographic situations of the Benelux countries and the 
Baltic States 

The Baltic peoples desperately wish to rejoin the West to which they once 
belonged. The West is a safe direction for them in that imperialism - at least in a 
geopolitical, if not economic, sense - is not a threat. But more than that, they 
feel western in their cultural being (ifI  may be permitted this reification). It was 
Michael Haltenberger (1925) who, in a rigorous essay, written shortly after the 
Balts won their independence for the first time, identified their western 
orientation in concrete terms. Their eastern borders are literally the borders 
between East and West (although like all such borders, they are zones, not sharp 
lines of demarcation); between the influences of  the eastern and western 
remnants of the Roman empire; between Constantinopole and Rome. The Latin 
alphabet reaches its eastern limits at the eastern borders of  the Baltic States, as 
does the Reformation and the Enlightenment. And western capitalism was also 
well developed here, not only in the wealthy cities on the Baltic seacoast, but 
inland as well. The dispersed, single family farmsteads of Latvia and Estonia 
were classic expressions of that capitalism. (Little wonder that the communists 
from Russia, with an industrial version of the classic Russian village in their 
minds, attacked these farms so vehemently, sometimes bulldozing them into 
pits and covering these over, so no traces would be left!). 

But the Baltic peoples will not be able to turn their backs on their large 
eastern neighbor who, in the throes of redefining itself, may well once again 
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choose to turn inward and away from the West, and, therefore, become 
beligerent outward toward its neighbors. The Balts must not only worry about 
redefining themselves as westerners; they must not turn inward, as they did in 
their foreign policies between the world wars. They must recognise, as have the 
Benelux countries, that their fate is inexonerably linked to their larger neighbors 
in the East and West as well as to each other (see essay by Amanda Banks in this 
issue). As can be seen in Fig 1, the geographic situations of  the Benelux 
countries and Baltic States are remarkably similar. (Even their respective 
histories bear some resemblance, with Catholicism in the South, Protestantism 
in the North, and Amsterdam and Riga as comparable centers of merchant 
wealth and cosmopolitan enlightenment.) They are situated between 
historically and currently important large states - the Benelux between France 
and Germany, the Baltic States between Germany and Russia - and they face the 
sea for commerce and interchange, with large, continental hinterlands behind 
them. Just as the Benelux are part of  a well established northwest European 
culture, so the Baltic countries are part of  an ancient Baltic Sea culture (the 
Baltic Sea also enabled the establishment of trading and cultural ties with 
Northwestern Europe, beginning in the Middle Ages). That orientation is just 
now being documented in cultural terms: of  house types, shipbuilding, foods, 
and many other aspects of material and non-material culture shared around the 
shores of the Baltic Sea. 

Geography and history both give the Balts rich resources from which to forge 
their identity on the world stage. The question is whether or not they can use 
those resources, at least to some extent, as the Dutch, the Luxembourgians, and 
the Belgians have theirs, ie, forming a firm union among themselves (the 
Benelux) and focusing their international energies and talents on doing 
everything possible to help weld disparate nations into an economic and 
political union. For the Baltic countries this wilt not be easy. Their biggest 
problem will be to deconstruct their perceptions of an unhappy history and 
geography of domination by powerful, big neighbors in the West and East; to 
free themselves sufficiently from that heritage, so that instead of turning inward, 
as they did between the two world wars, they can act confidently toward the 
future on a world stage. 

This special issue of the GeoJournal is part of that deconstruction. As Aija 
Melluma, one of the authors (see "Metamorphoses of Latvian Landscapes 
During Fifty Years of Soviet Rule") writes in her conclusion (p. 55): "The 
regaining of independence. . ,  brings new changes, new hope. Therefore, we 
must know all that has happened to us" 

I wish to express my special gratitude to the following people: Mrs, Grizelda 
PodskoSija, Producer-director, Latvian TV Culture Programs, for logistical 
support in Latvia and for acting as my translator in Tartu and Vilnius during 
visits with the scholars who wrote for this issue; to members  of  the Geography 
Institute at Tartu University, and of the Geography-Geology Institute at Vilnius 
University, for their generous hospitality and help with this project; above all, to 
Mrs. Joanne Danoff, the senior secretary at the Geography Department of the 
University of  Delaware, for unstintlng help with all phases of theis special 
collection of essays. And all of us Balts owe particular thanks to Dr. WolfTietze, 
Edtior-in-Chief of  the Geodournal, who made a special journey to Landenberg 
(and the Baltic States) to propose this issue, and whose sense of humanity 
reaches out to the Baltic people in generous hope. 

Edmunds V. Bunkde, Landenberg, Pa., USA 
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